
WIRELESS AUTOFILL SYSTEM
LevelSmartTM

The LevelSmart® system is designed to 
benefit homeowners, property managers, 
builders, and maintenance companies 
that deal with pools, spas, ponds, water 
features, and tanks.

Why Choose LevelSmart™ Specifications

Built-in protection against overfilling

Simple installation

No deck damage or construction

Eliminates any equipment over the deck

1,000ft of wireless communication

Retrofits to new or existing 

Option for online monitoring and alerts available

Precision water adjustment

Discrete wireless sensor

No autofill maintenance after installation

Factory sealed batteries and electronics

24V valve

Max operating temperature: 
130 degrees Fahrenheit

Min operating temperature: 
40 degrees Fahrenheit

Duty cycles 7 minutes per hour

1,000 feet of 433MHz interference 
free, radio communication
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WIRELESS AUTOFILL SYSTEM
LevelSmart™
LevelSmart™  is an innovative wireless autofill that will 
maintain your water level 24 hours a day

INSTALLS IN 
MINUTES WITHOUT 
CONSTRUCTION

BENEFITS
Eliminates manual work of filling 
your pool.

Prevents tripping over hoses and 
increases overall pool safety.

Retrofits on any pool without 
construction.

Saves your pool pump from 
running dry and burning out.

Saves you water and energy 
consumption.

Keeps your pool full and ready 
to use at all times.

The LevelSmart™  Wireless Autofill is the only dependable autofill solution for keeping your pool, spa, 
tank or water feature at your desired water level at all times. LevelSmart™ is a simple retrofit install 
for any application and our American made quality ensures that it is the most reliable autofill on the 
market. Eliminate the chore of filling your pool manually and let the LevelSmart™ Wireless Autofill 
maintain your desired water level.

The LevelSmart™ uses innovative and patented proprietary sensing methods along with state of the
art communication technology which provides the LevelSmart™ a competitive advantage and 
unmatched dependability. Our engineers have created the perfect solution for all automated filling 
applications. 
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